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Abstract— a network is formed by grouping up of devices to communicate with each other through internet. During last few years, internet 
is providing the best technologies to communicate. Now-a-days public is so dependent on internet for numerous activities that it seems 
almost impossible to picture life and communication without internet. On the other hand, Internet is suffering through curse of security 
threats; because where information stands its security must be taken care of. Various technologies have come across to deal with the 
security of network. Earliest method: Intrusion (threat) detection systems (IDS) and the latest techniques: Intrusion (threat) prevention 
systems (IPS) are the important ones where security is concern. A system which detects illegal action to move into a computer and helps to 
notify the presence of some unauthorized means is IDS. A system which assists preventing the intrusion attack to maintain the security is 
IPS. This study of: Intrusion Detection & Prevention System (IDPS) has moved us through matters like intrusion, various technique & 
systems to detect and prevent them which are discussed as under. 

Index Terms— Intrusion, Attacks, Detection, Prevention, System, Threats, Misuse, Network, IDPS 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
rom last some years, people from almost every society 
whether they are technocrats, students, bankers, corporate 
etc are getting dependent on I.T. rapidly. Social network-

ing, stock prices, news, e-mail, online shopping, reservations, 
online education, etc are commonly used facilities of computer 
network. Where these facilities are present, on the other hand 
to destroy systems availability and integrity, threats also exist 
in network. These intrusion attacks on various security aspects 
of network system like 
Confidentiality: Confidentiality specifies that only sender & 
the intended recipient(s) should be able to access the contents 
of message. Confidentiality gets compromised if an unauthor-
ized person is able to access a message. The attack on confi-
dentiality is called Interception. 
Authentication: This mechanism helps in establishing proofs 
of identities. The authentication process ensures that the origin 
of an electronic message or document is correctly identified. 
The attack on authentication is called Fabrication. 
Integrity: When the contents of a message are changed after 
sender sends it, but before it reaches the intended recipient, 
we say the Integrity of the message is lost. The attack on the 
integrity is called Modification. 
Availability: The principle of availability states that resources 
(i.e. Information) should be available to authorized parties at 
all times. Such an attack is called as interruption. Interruption 
puts availability of resources in danger.  
Earlier security was maintained by the use of antivirus and fire-
walls. Both helps in opposing viruses and worms. But this 

doesn’t seem to be strong enough to overcome huge malicious 
attacks and intrusions like Trojan horse, zombie, viruses, mas-
querades etc. In today’s world, systems like IDPS are in huge 
demand to oppose these intrusions by monitoring & blocking 
them and maintaining security. 

2   INTRUDE, INTRUDER & INTRUSION 
2.1 Intrude 
Intrude means to get involved into some process or task(s) 
uninvited. Else it could be simply defined as to “disturb” a 
situation, part or position of something already running with 
stability or settled. 

2.2 Intruder 
The intruder is something that enters a system with nonspecif-
ic recognition; to attack systems integrity. Prevention and de-
tection here in this discussion is all to stop the activity of the 
intruder. The role of an ‘intruder’ is often confused with a 
‘hacker’ [*]. To clear this: Intruder is someone who breaches a 
perfectly stable system with a criminal mindset. But a hacker 
is skilled, qualified with sound technical knowledge. In fact, 
the ethical hacker helps to trace invasion made by the intrud-
ers. 
There are two types of intruder: 

• Internal Intruder: The internal intruders are insid-
ers who have been entrusted with authorized access 
to the machine or network. [10] The intruder requires 
access in order to fulfill obligations to the victim net-
work.  Internal intruder consist of two types includ-
ing masquerade and clandestine. 

• External Intruder: The external intruders are out-
siders who have unauthorized remote access to 
machine or network and usually contain limited 
number of entry to attack the network from outside. 
[10] 
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2.3 Intrusion 
Intrusion is an act of trespassing without any permission and 
hence resulting in loss and destruction. There are various 
ways to perform intrusion, some of which are listed below: 
Classification of Intrusion: 
1) Insider Attack: An insider attack is an intentional misuse of 
machine or networks by authorized user, such as a disgrun-
tled employee attacking the network.[12] Insider attacks can 
be malicious insiders who intentionally eavesdrop or damage 
information in a fraudulent manner or can deny access to oth-
er authorized user. Insider attack can also be no malicious at-
tacks which typically result from carelessness, lack of 
knowledge, or intentional circumvention of security. Insider 
attacks result in more financial and other loss than another 
other type of attack 
2) Denial of Service: Denial of service attack: Unlike a password-
based attack, the denial-of-service attacker makes some network or 
memory resource engaged to handle legitimate requests, or Block 
traffic, which results in a loss of access to network resources by au-
thorized users to bring the network to its knees by flooding it with 
useless traffic.[12] It causes a disruption to the network by making 
network connectivity available through more than one service. [10] 
There are many varieties of DoS attacks including mail bomb, Nep-
tune, smurf attack, Ping flood, Ping of death, teardrop attack, etc  
DoS attack may be performed at the network and application  
layer by sending carefully crafted and malicious datagram’s 
that cause network connections to fail and become extremely 
busy or unavailable or stop functioning. Preventing apprehen-
sive network traffic from reaching your hosts and preventing 
apprehensive program commands and requests are the best 
ways of minimizing the risk of a denial of service attack 
3) Port Scanning: Port Scanning is process of systematically 
scanning a computer’s port. A port is a section of a system 
where information goes in and out. Port Scanning is under-
stood as open doors to a computer. [12]It has valid usage in 
managing network which can make it malicious in nature. 
If someone is looking for a weaker access point to attack into a 
system while accessing internet, it could be work out easily 
because there is no way to stop port scanning during internet 
access as internet server is accessed through open ports (door). 
4) User to Root Attack: Here, an attacker starts access to a 
normal user account on the system by sniffing password or 
dictionary attack. This makes him able to misuse some vulner-
ability for gaining root level access to system. There are differ-
ent types of User to root attack where the most common is the 
buffer overflow attack which are used to generate root shells 
from a process running as root. It happens when a program 
copies too much data into a static buffer without the surety 
that the data will fit. [10]The mechanisms used to secure the 
authentication process are frequent target since there are no 
universal mechanisms that can be used to prevent security 
risks like weak password attacks, phishing attacks, key log-
gers, etc. [11] 
5) Flooding Attack: Attack means any method used to try to 
go against the security and integrity of a network/system. 
Attack that tends to fail the pacing between the sender and 
receiver within the network/system is known as Flooding 
attack. 

6) Backdoor Channel Attack: Backdoor channel attack is an 
undocumented way of gaining access to a program, online 
services or an entire system. This is also known as Trapdoor 
Attack. [12] This attack is a potential security for whoever 
found a possible Net way to use backdoor channel to gain an 
unauthorized access. 

3 APPROACHES OF IDS 
IDS is a device or software application that monitors network 
and/or information system for malicious activities or policy 
violations and responds to that suspicious activity by warning 
the system administrator by one of several ways, including 
displaying an alert, logging the event or even paging the ad-
ministrator. 

Fig 1 Approaches of IDS 

3.1 Anomaly Detection: 
Misuse is bounded but Anomaly is adaptive. Anomaly detec-
tion technique finds “normal activity profile” for the system 
logs event, network packet, kernel, software running, operat-
ing system information, etc into the database. If any abnormal 
activity or intrusive activity occurs in the system which devi-
ates massively from system normal behavior then an alarm is 
raised against the event, which indicates it is a fabricated 
event. Anomalous activities that are not intrusive are flagged 
as intrusive. This results in false positive, i.e. false alarm. In-
trusive activities that are not anomalous result in false nega-
tive [15]. 
Anomaly based detection can be static or dynamic. Once 
raised, a dynamic profile is adjusted perpetually as additional 
events are observed. Because systems and networks change 
over time, the corresponding measures of normal behavior 
also change. A static profile is stable unless the IDS are specifi-
cally directed to generate a new profile. [12] Anomaly detec-
tion can be used in variety of applications such as military 
surveillance for enemy activities, intrusion detection for cyber-
security, etc 
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Fig 2 Anomaly Detection 

3.2. Misuse / Signature Based Detection: 
The concept behind signature detection or misuse detection 
scheme is that it stores the pattern, signature of the attacks and 
tries to detect abnormal behavior by analyzing the given traffic 
and matching several rules. As soon as the match found system 
generates alarm. Based on Analysis and comparison with the 
Rules the system can detect any attacks, such as matching signa-
ture pattern. [9].  

Fig 3 Misuse Detection 
Little variation in known attacks may also affect the analysis if a 
detection system is not properly configured [9, 10].It cannot de-
tect an unknown event (signature not known).  Therefore, signa-
ture based detection is an efficient solution for detecting known 
attacks but fails to detect unknown attacks or variation of known 
attacks[11] 

3.3.  Stateful Protocol Analysis: 
 In Stateful protocol analysis user profile is not developed by 
network history for a particular organization. It is an alterna-
tion of the anomaly detection approach, IDS vendor provide 
universal profiles for how particular protocols should be used 
from the network of many organizations where information is 
collected to create these profiles. Using this approach, the IDS 
keep an eye on the “state” of a network, transport or protocols 
and then compare it with the behavior of user to check for vio-
lations. For example when the user starts access to the File 
Transfer Protocol the state is initially unauthenticated where 
the user can access few commands such as it can view help 
information or can request user name and password. When a 
FTP authentication attempt occurs, the IDS can determine if it 
was successful by finding the status code in the corresponding 

response. Once the user has authenticated successfully, the 
session is in the authenticated state, and users are expected to 
perform any of several dozen commands. The main advantage 
of this approach is that the user profiles are maintained and 
updated by the vendor. This type of IDS cannot detect Denial 
of Service attack because it does not violate acceptable behav-
ior. [14]. 

4.  APPROACHES OF IPS  
IPS has the ability to prevent known intrusion detected signa-
tures, besides the unknown attacks originating from the data-
base of generic attack behaviors. IPS can proactively block 
attacks. 

Fig 4 Approaches of IPS 

4.1. Software Based Approach:  
This approach is found with resemblance to IDS’s anomaly 
detection which is based on comparison of recent activity with 
the log files containing normal activity profile of network and 
its: users, connection & hosts & application with the log files 
containing normal activity profile of network and its: users, 
connection & hosts & application, etc.., But in addition to it, 
this approach has the ability to oppose intrusions and obstruct 
them. [17] 

4.2. Sandbox Approach:  
Sandbox is a particular portion which has restriction to access 
to rest of resources in a system. For example; for security pur-
pose mobile code is used which uses Active X, Java applets & 
other scripting languages.  These valuable stuffs are isolated 
from rest of the system within sandbox. System runs the code 
in this sandbox and examines its behavior. If the code deviates 
from a predefined policy then it will stop processing & execut-
ing. 

4.3. Kernel Based Protection Approach:  
Kernel controls access to system resources like memory, CPU 
& peripherals to prevent user’s direct access by sending user’s 
application request to Kernel to take access permission. Execu-
tion of any code will use at least one system call to get access 
to privilege resources. 
Kernel Based Intrusion Prevention System (KBIPS) helps pre-
vent execution of malicious system calls. Using this approach 
threats could be avoided by protecting system resources, 
stopping privilege escalation exploits, preventing buffer over-
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flow, stopping access to email contact list, etc. 

4.4.  Recognition Attack:  
This approach aims at something very important for a sys-
tem’s security. Many methods for attack recognition had come 
across the year. Most of them focus mainly on the alarms of 
intrusion detection system and using low efficiency algo-
rithms that can extract attack without rebuilding attack paths 
[16]. 

5. DETECTION & PREVENTION SYSTEM 
From the above matter a question what is an Intrusion is very 
much clear. Now the next question could be what the Intru-
sion detection & prevention system is? For this, Detection im-
plies: ‘to Monitor’ & Prevention implies: ‘to Block’. 

 
Fig.5: Intrusion detection & prevention system 

 A system which facilitates computer system (s) and a network 
in which it is connected to monitor the threats like viruses, 
malware, malicious attacks, etc and stop them from bringing 
in any unapproved action, such system is known as Intrusion 
Detection & Prevention System. In this system the process of 
Intrusion Detection is considered as a basic process which 
must be initialized first and Intrusion Prevention is next step 
to it.  

5.1. Host Based Idps:  
IDPS includes both detection and prevention process let us 
discuss them one by one with respect to host. HBIDS (Host 
Based Intrusion Detection System) uses software on a system 
through which it keeps an eye on suspicious processes. Initial-
ly this software is set on the system to supervise it by making 
use of log files/auditing agents as a source of data to be moni-
tored. Like, NIDS (Network Intrusion Detection System) it 
provides protection on LANs but is more versatile than NIDS 
Moving towards HIPS (Host Intrusion Prevention System) or 
HBIPS (Host Based Intrusion Prevention System) is a system 
rather program developed to protect single computer system 
called Host to resist viruses and internetwork malware. This 
system does not make use of patterns /virus signature to de-
tect threats rather it keeps a track of trusted programs [8].  A 
program that exceeds its permission is obstructed from carry-
ing out any unapproved act. 

5.2. Network Based Idps:  
Network based Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems: 
Network based Intrusion Detection Systems are placed at a stra-

tegic point or points within the network to monitor traffic to and 
from all devices on the network and tries to detect malicious ac-
tivity such as DoS attacks, port scans by controlling network traf-
fic. [11]Ideally all inbound and outbound traffic would be 
scanned; however doing so might create a bottleneck that would 
impair the overall speed of the network. NIDS capture the net-
work traffic from the wire as it travels to a host. Number of sen-
sors are used to sniff the packet on t he network which are de-
signed to monitor the traffic of the network. If any suspicious or 
anomaly activity occurs then the alarm is triggered and the mes-
sage is sent to the administrator which generate an automatic 
response. [8]. 
Network-based systems are designed to work in a distributed 
environment and uses signature based and anomaly based intru-
sion detection techniques. IPSs is considered to be the evolution 
of intrusion detection system but the difference is  IPS are placed 
in-line at the time intrusions detected and can block or prevent 
the traffic from the trespassed IP address or can reset the connec-
tion. 

5.3. Wireless Idps:  
A wireless IDPS checks on the wireless network traffic and cal-
culate its network’s protocols to detect the problematic activity 
and protocols. Wireless IDS, initially tests IEEE 802.11 a, b, g 
and I protocol communication and detects attacks, misconfigura-
tion & policy violation at WLAN protocol level. Corporation and 
Institutions systems should use WIDP product having combina-
tion of various detection (mentioned above) to achieve correct 
detection. Detection criteria can be: Types of events detected, 
Detection accuracy, Timing & customization, Technology limita-
tion. [SP800-94: Guide to Intrusion Detection and Prevention 
Systems (IDPS)] 
Wireless IPS’s prevention is done through sensor which pro-
vides two prevention capabilities for: Wireless & Wired net-
work. As we are discussion Wireless IDPS, Let’s move on with 
it. In these networks, some sensors in wireless network can 
end connection link between rogue STA and an authorized 
node or vice versa. It takes place by directly informing the end 
users to disconnect the present session. Also, sensor can deny 
establishing new connection  

5.4. Network Behavior Analysis(NBA):  
NBA continually monitors the traffic from an unusual event. 
NBA has capability to detect several types of malicious activi-
ties and generate an alarm to an activity. To analyze the flow 
of the network some stateful protocol analysis technique are 
used with network behavior analysis. Signature based detec-
tion  is  usually used by the administrator manually for essen-
tial signature to detect or prevent specific thread, most of the 
Network behavior analysis technologies  do not make use of 
the signature based detection .Some sensors are used to moni-
tor  network traffic directly similar to network-based IDPS 
sensors who sniff the packet on the network to monitor the 
traffic of the network directly , some sensors do not monitor 
the traffic directly instead they relay on the information pro-
vided  by the router and other networking devices. Most of the 
inline NBA sensors offer firewall capability that is used to 
drop or reject doubtful network activity. 
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6 IMPORTANT ANALYSIS 
Table 1: Analysis of various intrusion detection & prevention methods 

 

7. CONCLUSION  
As one and all are familiar with; IT Companies develop more 
and more each day. Along with these developments, attackers 
find new traditions to hazard. To follow the attackers, more 
ways are invented to prevent this intrusion. The paper pre-
sented is a strong on the subject of how to make intrusion de-
tection system preserve attack against itself. It is the paper in 

which we discussed the nature of attacks that the system 
could be subjected to, what techniques have to be made about 
these attacks and how the system counteracts them. In this 
study of Intrusion Detection & Prevention System (IDPS), we 
Describes the main features of several IDPs systems/platforms 
that are currently available in a concise manner. The presented 
information constitutes an important point to start for ad-
dressing Research & Development in the field of IDS. 
In future, a scheme that works on the further comprehensive span 
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Detection 
/  Preven-
tion 
 

Signature 
Detection /  
Prevention 
 

Disadvantages 
 

Advantages 
 

[1] IDPS HIDPS 
and 
NIDPS 

Signature 
based 
and 
anomaly 
based 

Peer to peer Yes Yes Memory and 
Implementation 
issue 

Reliable 
trusted and 
efficient 

[2] IDPS HIDPS 
and 
NIDPS 

Signature 
based 

Sequence 
matching, 
malicious 
matching 

No Yes Unable to detect 
and respond to 
anomaly behav-
ior 

Automated 
response to 
malicious 
attacks 

[3] IDPS HIDPS 
and 
NIDPS 

Signature 
based 
and 
anomaly 
based 

In-source 
and out-
source 

Yes Yes Well trained 
analysts are 
required 

Secured 
infrastructure 

[4] IDPS HIDPS 
and 
NIDPS 

Signature 
based 
and 
anomaly 
based 

Operating 
system and 
Application 
level 
approach 

Yes Yes Cost ineffective, 
implementation, 
updating, 
monitoring is-
sues 

Automatic 
response, 
reduce hu-
man 
effort 

[5] IDPS HIDPS 
and 
NIDPS 

Signature 
based 
and 
anomaly 
based 

Network 
layer to 
application 
layer level 

Yes Yes High rate of false 
positive, 
well 
trained analysts 
are required 

Flexibility of 
customize, 
Cost effective 

[6] IDPS HIDPS Signature 
based 
and 
anomaly 
based 

Secure 
mobile 
agent 

Yes Yes Security of mo-
bile 
agent, needs to 
adopt some oth-
er 
techniques 

Real time 
response, 
reduce hu-
man 
effort 

[7] IDPS HIDPS Signature 
based 
and 
anomaly 
based 

OS and 
Application 
level 
approach 

Yes Yes A large amount 
of 
memory is 
requires 

Strong 
detection and 
protection 
mechanism 
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may be capable of detecting scattered attack a complete com-
mune. Explanation of such a system would be an important in-
volvement to the study and implementation of intrusion detection 
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